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Fostering a Respectful Workplace: Your Firm’s
Responsibilities & Policy
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Scenario
P is a partner at a mid-sized firm. Associate, A, is hired as a third-year associate.
P is single and is 30 years older than A. A is a single parent to a very young child. She is under
considerable pressure to get her child to-day care each morning, and to pick her child up before
the day-care closes. As a single parent, it is critical to her that she keep her position. She simply
cannot afford not to be employed.
P develops feelings for A. Acting on those feelings, he gives her preferential treatment: directs
his best files to her, sends her to conferences in desirable locations, loans her money (and does
not ask her to repay it), and spends time with A and her child, treating them to outings. A
receives many benefits that other associates do not receive.
After a time, A learns that P has romantic feelings for her. She unequivocally tells P that she
does not reciprocate the feelings, and that she cannot spend time with him. She refuses to
attend conferences that he asks her to attend that would involve her traveling with him.
P then engages in a series of behaviours that vacillate between wooing her and being
increasingly aggressive, bullying and abusive of her. He texts her late at night while he is
intoxicated, telling her that he misses her. He will then swear at her, calling her the worst of
names, follow her around at work making demands and yelling at her.
Confrontations between P and A start to impact the workplace. They are volatile and disruptive,
making the other associates and staff uncomfortable, frustrated and upset.
P confides in a senior associate, S, that he has feelings for A and that he is lonely. S notes that
A appears to be increasingly afraid of P. A asks S to ensure that she is not alone with P.
Another partner, L, hears of the situation and tells P to fire A. P does not, but he does ask S to
do it for him. S refuses.
A writes a letter to the partnership, setting out the problem and asking for help.
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